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The Witches of New York - Ami McKay
2017-07-11
A Buzzfeed Best Gift Book of the Year “A dark,
atmospheric, and feminist story of three women
in New York City's Gilded Age, each determined
to thrive in a society hell-bent on keeping them
down, and using their coven to do so."
—Buzzfeed INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
Respectable Lady Seeks Dependable Shop Girl.
Those averse to magic need not apply. New York
in the spring of 1880 is a place alive with
wonder and curiosity. Determined to learn the
truth about the world, its residents
enthusiastically engage in both scientific
experimentation and spiritualist pursuits.
Séances are the entertainment of choice in
exclusive social circles, and many enterprising
women—some possessed of true intuitive
powers, and some gifted with the art of
performance—find work as mediums. Enter
Adelaide Thom and Eleanor St. Clair. At their
humble teashop, Tea and Sympathy, they
provide a place for whispered confessions,
secret cures, and spiritual assignations for a
select society of ladies, who speak the right
words and ask the right questions. But the
profile of Tea and Sympathy is about to change
with the fortuitous arrival of Beatrice Dunn.
When seventeen-year-old Beatrice leaves the
safety of her village to answer an ad that reads
"Respectable Lady Seeks Dependable Shop Girl.
Those averse to magic need not apply," she has
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little inclination of what the job will demand of
her. Beatrice doesn't know it yet, but she is no
ordinary small-town girl; she has great spiritual
gifts—ones that will serve as her greatest asset
and also place her in grave danger. Under the
tutelage of Adelaide and Eleanor, Beatrice
comes to harness many of her powers, but not
even they can prepare her for the evils lurking in
the darkest corners of the city or the courage it
will take to face them.
Archibald Finch and the Lost Witches Michel Guyon 2021-10-19
History, magic, and adventure collide in this
riveting middle-grade fantasy novel about an
unusual boy who unlocks an ancient relic—and
with it, a forgotten world. Befriended by a band
of young witches, Archibald Finch must quickly
adapt to survive in Lemurea, where a battle born
in the Middle Ages is still unfolding . . .
Archibald is a risk-averse boy with quirks that
earn him plenty of eye-rolls, especially from his
older sister, Hailee. Things get worse when his
parents move the family from London to his
grandmother’s creepy manor in the English
countryside. Now he has to deal with hairless
dolls in the library, weird stone creatures on the
roof, and a spooky forest at the edge of the
backyard. But these turn out to be the least of
Archibald's problems . . . One day, as he's
exploring the cavernous house, he finds a
curious globe that whisks him away to a secret
world, hidden for 500 years. Archibald finds
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himself on a thrilling adventure full of medieval
magic, mysterious symbols, and the strangest
beasts, while Hailee—who witnessed her
brother’s disappearance—embarks on a daring
quest to find him.
Begone the Raggedy Witches (The Wild
Magic Trilogy, Book One) - Celine Kiernan
2018-09-11
When witches kidnap her dad, Mup is swept up
in a wild tide of magic that carries her to
another world. Can she reunite her family and
find her way back? On the night that Aunty dies,
the raggedy witches come for Mup’s family.
Pale, cold, and relentless, the witches will do
anything for the tyrannical queen who has
outlawed most magic and enforces her laws with
terror and cruelty — and who happens to be
Mup’s grandmother. When witches carry off her
dad, Mup and her mam leave the mundane world
to rescue him. But everything is odd in the
strange, glittering Witches Borough, even Mam.
Even Mup herself. In a world of rhyming crows,
talking cats, and golden forests, it’s all Mup can
do to keep her wits about her. And even if she
can save her dad, Mup’s not sure if anything will
ever be the same again. First in a new trilogy by
Irish author Celine Kiernan, this tale of family
and forbidden magic charts a fresh path through
the landscape of beloved fantasy tradition — and
promises to bewitch any reader in search of
stories to love.
The Witch's Shield - Christopher Penczak 2004
A guide to psychic self-defense and protection
magick that that includes instruction on forming
protection shields, creating protection spells and
rituals, and connecting with guardian spirits,
angels, power animals, and patron deities.
The Witch's Daughter - R.A. Salvatore
2010-10-27
With the bold adventure and brilliant magic that
have made him one of fantasy's bestselling
authors, R. A. Salvatore continues the epic series
that began with Echoes of the Fourth Magic. Join
him for a spellbinding tale of darkness, fantasia,
and unbridled imagination. Though many
perished in the dark times past, a precious few
survivors escaped, fleeing certain doom to find a
dazzling, dangerous land of wonder. Here
wizards and witches inhabited forests spun from
enchantment and towers of celestial beauty. But
in this place of promised safety, the Black
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Warlock was rising from the ashes of defeat-with an insatiable lust to dominate the world.
Square in the path of peril was Rhiannon, the
gently reared daughter of the Emerald Witch. As
hamlets from the Crystal Mountains to Avalon
fell before the fury of the Black Warlock, the
young witch sensed a sudden call; strange,
terrifying powers tingled within her body. Now
Rhiannon had to summon these new, untested
abilities to stop the ancient warlock, an enemy
who had long since mastered the forces of the
universe and bent them to his diabolical will. . .
The Witch's Book of Spirits - Devin Hunter
2017-07-08
Discover the Ways of the Spirits And Master the
Art of Command and Influence Profound
spiritual insights and powers await beyond the
material world. In The Witch's Book of Spirits,
Devin Hunter invites you to perform rituals and
magic with spirit guides, familiars, angels, the
deceased, faeries, and demons. Develop and
enhance your relationships to your allies in spirit
through soul flight, mediumship, and
conjuration. Explore the inner workings of the
Witch's Tree as well as the planes and peoples
who dwell in its many layers. Expand the scope
of your magic with the 33 Spirits, a system
transmitted to the author by a special priesthood
of spirits, his familiar, Malach, and the goddess
Hecate. Working with spirits is the cornerstone
of the witch's art. This book shows you how to
stay in control as you increase your witch power
and deepen your connection to forces seen and
unseen. Praise: "Devin covers in depth an elusive
side of witchcraft that few have explored in
great practical detail...Devin presents the
material in a very grounded, no-nonsense
approach paired with an inherent sense of
responsibility. His understanding of mediumship,
conjuring, flying, and working with the spirit
world displays the truth that he not only talks
the talk, but also walks the walk."—Laura
Tempest Zakroff, author of Sigil Witchery "The
Witch's Book of Spirits is the most complete
book on working with the dead ever written for
Witches, but it's more than a manual for
communicating with souls of the departed. It's
also a guide to the worlds which generally lay
just outside of our grasp and a thorough look at
the beings that live there. I'd also like to add
that it's just a damn fine book about witchcraft,
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filled with advice and some much-needed
common sense."—Jason Mankey, author of The
Witch's Book of Shadows "Teaching an art
requires a delicate brew of guidance, cautions,
and encouragement; Devin Hunter's book hits
the right recipe. The Witch's Book of Spirits is a
book that captures the author's personal vision
and process while providing systems and
frameworks that can serve the reader in
developing their own way with the spirits."—Ivo
Dominguez, Jr., author of Practical Astrology for
Witches and Pagans "In this book Devin gives
not just the rituals necessary to conjure and
communicate with spirits, but the tools for
building life with them. He uses a method of
teaching that alternates between supplying
theory and principals that can be applied by
almost anyone, with very specific rituals that he
has received from the spirits himself. The result
is a text that you will return to over and over
again whether you are working his rites or
developing your own."—Jason Miller, author of
The Sorcerer's Secrets
The Witch's Tower - Tamara Grantham
2019-03-11
Gothel is a witch. Punished for the actions of her
mother, her choice is simple: either she stands
guard over Princess Rapunzel—or she dies. But
just because a choice is easy doesn’t mean it’s
pleasant. Protecting Rapunzel means watching
as the princess lays trapped in a tower,
bedridden by hair that is so long and heavy it’s
slowly driving her insane. Gothel’s life has
become one of imprisonment and solitude as
well—until a prince and his handsome squire
appear at the tower. Only one object can cut
Rapunzel’s hair and end the curse: a pair of
magical shears. But the shears are guarded by
the most terrifying witches in the land, who also
happen to be Gothel’s aunts. As Gothel and the
prince’s squire, Raj Talmund, work to form a
plan, she finds herself more and more drawn to
the mysterious young man from the Outerlands.
Unfortunately, his destiny is far more dangerous
than she wants to admit: to save a princess, he
must kill the witch who's been forced to guard
her. THE WITCH'S TOWER is the first in an
inspired new series of fairy-tale retellings from
award-winning fantasy author Tamara
Grantham.
Witches - Phil Stern 2021-02-27
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They've always been among us. Neighbors,
colleagues, even friends. However, these
powerful young women are actually clandestine
Coven operatives. Leading multiple lives on
different worlds, they utilize the shadowy
Boundary to travel between dimensions. Hiding
in plain sight, they rarely expose their magic to
others. Yet while tasked with protecting those in
need, their passion and vigor occasionally leads
to excess. A few have even flaunted their
abilities. Still, as only women can control the
underlying force of the universe, the
repercussions so far have been few. But
suddenly a deranged wizard appears, attacking
empowered women across various worlds.
Witches have been kidnapped, their fates
uncertain. An Earth-based sorceress, the
strongest of her generation, must find and stop
the magical madman before he can bend the
Coven to his depraved will. Along the way, she
must also confront doubts about the role her
fellow witches may have played in her own
family's demise.Thus begins The Cross-Worlds
Coven Series, a far-reaching epic spanning
multiple worlds, powerful adversaries, and a
young woman's journey to ultimate redemption.
Witches is followed by Earth Fire, Rivals,
Sorceress, and Renegade.
A Witch's Journey - Tena Stetler 2018-06-20
Pepper McKay comes from a long line of
powerful witches. Unfortunately, magic brings
her nothing but trouble. She learned the love of
wildlife rescue and rehab from her Aunt Ashling.
After graduating from college, Pepper works for
Salem Wildlife Sanctuary and lives from
paycheck to paycheck until she inherits the
McKay property in Lobster Cove. With the family
land and resources, she dares to dream of
starting her own wildlife rescue and
rehabilitation center. Lathen Quartz, a former
Navy SEAL turned handyman maintains the
enchanted McKay property for the McKay
estate. But someone is trying to steal the McKay
magic. Lathen offers to help Pepper achieve her
life-long dream of building a wildlife center.
During the long hours spent together on the
project, their mutual attraction can't be denied.
But each harbors a deep, dark secret. Will they
overcome their demons and give love a chance?
The Witch's Apprentice - Zetta Elliott
2022-01-18
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The dragons may be out of the bag, but Jaxon is
ready to hatch some magic of his own in this
third book in the critically acclaimed series. Ever
since the baby dragons were returned to the
magical realm, things have been off. The New
York summer has been unusually cold. A strange
sleeping sickness is spreading across the city.
And Jaxon’s friends Kenny and Kavita have
begun to change, becoming more like the fairy
and dragon they once cared for. On top of all
that, Jax is hiding a secret—Vik entrusted him
with a phoenix egg! Jax wants to help his friends
and learn how to hatch the phoenix, but so far
his lessons as a witch’s apprentice haven’t
seemed very useful. Where can he find the
strength—and the magic—he needs?
A Witch's Call - Heather Hildenbrand 2020-09-07
I'm what you call normal by day, and woo woo by
night. As a college student, I spend my days in
class and my evenings selling sage to PTA moms
who do moon rituals to manifest better parking
spaces. My best friend is a cat who likes pizza,
and a "night out" includes hand delivering
mysterious packages to the local "coven" of
small business owners that repeatedly invite me
to their meetings-clothing optional. My life is
weird. But it's not magic. Magic isn't real. At
least, that's what I believed- right up until the
moment he walks into my store. Alex Channing
is rude, brutish, and a constant pain in my ass.
He's also the hottest specimen I've ever seen.
Maybe that's why words fail me in his presence.
Or maybe it's the pinging feeling in my gut that
says he's more than what he seems. But when he
miraculously saves me from certain death, at the
hand of a monster whose very existence
shouldn't even be possible, I'm forced to
reconsider what's real. My denial is strong but
the reality of who-and what-Alex really is can't
be ignored. Neither can the existence of the
monsters who hunt me. The truth is, magic is
real. And the only thing I'm more in danger of
losing than my life-is my heart.
The Witch's Daughter - Paula Brackston
2012-01-31
Witnessing the death of her witch mother in the
spring of 1628, Bess turns to secluded Warlock
Gideon for protection and learns formidable
powers including immortality, skills she begins
teaching to a new apprentice centuries later
while her former master insists on payment for
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saving her life. Reprint.
A Witch's Light - Cathy Walker 2021-12-02
Halloween in Salem. A time for seances, ghost
walks, spooky tales, and dressing up like your
favorite witch or goblin. People go about their
day, unknowing that as the veil between worlds
thins and spirits become more active, the
ancient evil roils in rage. Trapped in the
Netherworld by the druid, Seabhac, the evil
plots its escape and thirsts for revenge against
those who locked it in the swirling mass of
nothingness. Unaware of the brewing danger,
Cassandra's brother, Memnon, follows a feeling
that leads him to Salem. Immediately embroiled
in Seabhac's plans to defeat the evil, he must
also keep the druid's presence a secret from his
sister, all while falling for the beautiful and
perplexing owner of the store, Avalon's Light.
Anwyn, a priestess of Avalon, has a single task
she has come through time to achieve. She must
locate Seabhac and convince him to overcome
his ego and work with her to destroy the evil.
This time, there is more at stake than ever
before. This time, they must defeat the evil in a
final battle or it will become too powerful to
destroy.
The Witch's Daughter - Nina Bawden
2011-12-15
On the Scottish island of Skua, friendship
develops between the lonely and mysterious
Perdita and a blind girl, Janey. Both possess a
kind of second sight - Janey's is the ability to
hear, feel and remember more than others, and
Perdita's is the ominous legacy of her being a
witch's daughter. When Janey's brother, Tom,
starts investigating a cluster of mysterious
events and suspicious characters, all three
become entwined in an adventure of hidden
jewels, desperate criminals and dangerous
detection. Written in 1963, The Witch's
Daughter showcases Nina Bawden's innate
regard for the integrity of her young characters.
As she has said: 'I like writing for children. It
seems to me that most people underestimate
their understanding and the strength of their
feelings and in my books for them I try to put
this right.' Hugely admired on publication by
both reviewers and readers, it was described as
'thrilling' by the Times Literary Supplement.
A Discovery of Witches - Deborah Harkness
2011-02-08
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Now a major Sky original production - Season 2
streaming now THE NUMBER ONE
INTERNATIONAL AND SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER. A Discovery of Witches is the first
in the must-read ALL SOULS trilogy. It begins
with absence and desire. It begins with blood
and fear. It begins with a discovery of witches.
Fall under the spell of Diana and Matthew in the
stunning first volume of the No.1 internationally
bestselling ALL SOULS trilogy. A world of
witches, daemons and vampires. A manuscript
which holds the secrets of their past and the key
to their future. Diana and Matthew - the
forbidden love at the heart of it. When historian
Diana Bishop opens an alchemical manuscript in
the Bodleian Library, it's an unwelcome
intrusion of magic into her carefully ordered life.
Though Diana is a witch of impeccable lineage,
the violent death of her parents while she was
still a child convinced her that human fear is
more potent than any witchcraft. Now Diana has
unwittingly exposed herself to a world she's kept
at bay for years; one of powerful witches,
creative, destructive daemons and long-lived
vampires. Sensing the significance of Diana's
discovery, the creatures gather in Oxford,
among them the enigmatic Matthew Clairmont,
a vampire geneticist. Diana is inexplicably drawn
to Matthew and, in a shadowy world of halftruths and old enmities, ties herself to him
without fully understanding the ancient line they
are crossing. As they begin to unlock the secrets
of the manuscript and their feelings for each
other deepen, so the fragile balance of peace
unravels... Five reasons to read A Discovery of
Witches and the All Souls Trilogy 'Rich, thrilling
... A captivating and romantic ripping yarn' E L
James 'Intelligent and off-the-wall ... irrestistible
to Twilight fans' Sunday Times 'I could lose
myself in here and never want to come out ...
Utterly enchanting on every level' Manda Scott
'Exciting amounts of spells, kisses and battles,
and is recounted with enchanting, page-turning
panache' Marie Claire 'A bubbling cauldron of
illicit desire ... an assured saga that blends
romance with fantasy' Daily Mail
Flower Essences from the Witch's Garden Nicholas Pearson 2022-02-08
• Provides detailed instructions for making
single-flower essences and magickal and
therapeutic essence blends • Shares new
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magickal uses for flower essences, from creating
sacred space to dressing candles to preparing
incense, as well as how to use essences in
meditation, potions, spells, spagyrics, and ritual
• Includes a detailed directory of 100 flower and
plant essences, complete with astrological,
elemental, and magickal correspondences In this
practical guide to using flower essences in
witchcraft, alchemy, and healing, Nicholas
Pearson provides detailed instructions for
making and using flower essences based on
traditional Western magick practices. He shares
new magickal uses for essences, from creating
sacred space to dressing candles to preparing
incense, as well as how to use them in
meditation, potions, spells, spagyrics, and ritual.
He shares exercises for attuning to plant spirits,
finding your plant spirit allies, and connecting
more deeply to the energies of the green world
as well as exploring how essences can be used in
traditional sacraments of witchcraft like the
Great Rite. In the hands-on formulary, the
author details recipes for essence combinations
for the eight sabbats and formulas based on
familiar blends like traditional flying ointments
of European witchcraft. He also includes blends
for love, abundance, healing, and protection as
well as a magickally inspired rescue remedy. He
shares his method for creating flower essence
spagyrics--alchemical preparations made from
the body, mind, and soul of the plant that offer
the highest vibrational potency for therapeutic
and spiritual uses. The author also provides a
detailed directory of 100 flower and plant
essences, complete with astrological, elemental,
and magickal correspondences, and the
therapeutic indications for each essence.
Weaving together magickal herbalism,
traditional plant lore, and flower essence
therapy, this guide allows you to see flower
essences not just as vibrational remedies, but
also as powerful tools for transformation,
magick, and spiritual practice.
The Witch Haven - Sasha Peyton Smith
2021-08-31
Thrilling and atmospheric historical fantasy
following a young woman who discovers she has
magical powers and is thrust into a battle
between witches and wizards.
The Very Secret Society of Irregular
Witches - Sangu Mandanna 2022-08-23
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A warm and uplifting novel about an isolated
witch whose opportunity to embrace a quirky
new family—and a new love—changes the course
of her life. As one of the few witches in Britain,
Mika Moon knows she has to hide her magic,
keep her head down, and stay away from other
witches so their powers don’t mingle and draw
attention. And as an orphan who lost her parents
at a young age and was raised by strangers,
she’s used to being alone and she follows the
rules...with one exception: an online account,
where she posts videos "pretending" to be a
witch. She thinks no one will take it seriously.
But someone does. An unexpected message
arrives, begging her to travel to the remote and
mysterious Nowhere House to teach three young
witches how to control their magic. It breaks all
of the rules, but Mika goes anyway, and is
immediately tangled up in the lives and secrets
of not only her three charges, but also an absent
archaeologist, a retired actor, two long-suffering
caretakers, and…Jamie. The handsome and
prickly librarian of Nowhere House would do
anything to protect the children, and as far as
he’s concerned, a stranger like Mika is a threat.
An irritatingly appealing threat. As Mika begins
to find her place at Nowhere House, the thought
of belonging somewhere begins to feel like a real
possibility. But magic isn't the only danger in the
world, and when peril comes knocking at their
door, Mika will need to decide whether to risk
everything to protect a found family she didn’t
know she was looking for....
Enter the Witch - Andris Bear 2018-12-13
A laugh-out-loud cozy paranormal romance
Evangeline Winther has just landed her dream
job as a librarian in Whisper Grove, NC. The fact
that she also discovered she’s the lost heir to a
centuries-old coven of witches is not so dreamy.
When her gifts make themselves known,
Evangeline realizes her picturesque town isn’t
what it seems. There are secrets buried here,
but even the deepest secrets have a way of
rising—especially when she can hear them
whispering. Her only hope for solving the
mystery of the voices are a hot mechanic and an
ornery cat. And she doesn’t even like one of
them.
The Witch's Blood - Michele Notaro 2019-09-30
I've been living with this burden for years, but
my secret has finally been revealed and I feel
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like I can breathe again. I've wanted to ask-to
beg-for help, but the spell that's held me captive
wouldn't allow it. With it out in the open, I'm
more determined than ever to break the seal
from my chest so I can truly be free. But what if
my seal has something to do with one of the
most feared prophecies of the millennium? "A
broken seal breaks the fragile hold..." What does
that mean? How am I connected? And why do I
find myself so deeply drawn to Julius when I
know my viramore, my soulmate, is out there
somewhere? It's not fair to either of us for me to
lead Jules on, but it seems that my vampire
companion is fierce in his determination to help
me. The Witch's Blood is the third book in The
Ellwood Chronicles and is a continuation of the
overall story as we follow Emrys, Julius,
Sebastian, and Ailin on their journey. It contains
explicit material and is intended for mature
adults 18 years of age and older. Recommended
Reading Order: The Enchanter's Flame The
Witch's Seal The Enchanter's Soul The Witch's
Blood
From Bad to Cursed - Lana Harper 2022-05-17
Opposites attract in this wickedly charming romcom by Lana Harper, New York Times
bestselling author of Payback’s a Witch. Wild
child Isidora Avramov is a thrill chaser, adept
demon summoner, and—despite the whole sexyevil-sorceress vibe—also a cuddly animal lover.
When she’s not designing costumes and new
storylines for the Arcane Emporium’s haunted
house, Issa's nursing a secret, conflicted dream
of ditching her family’s witchy business to
become an indie fashion designer in her own
right. But when someone starts sabotaging the
celebrations leading up to this year’s Beltane
festival with dark, dangerous magic, a member
of the rival Thorn family gets badly
hurt—throwing immediate suspicion on the
Avramovs. To clear the Avramov name and step
up for her family when they need her the most,
Issa agrees to serve as a co-investigator, helping
none other than Rowan Thorn get to the bottom
of things. Rowan is the very definition of lawful
good, so tragically noble and by-the-book he
makes Issa’s teeth hurt. In accordance with their
families’ complicated history, he and Issa have
been archenemies for years and have grown to
heartily loathe each other. But as the unlikely
duo follow a perplexing trail of clues to a
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stunning conclusion, Issa and Rowan discover
how little they really know each other… and
stumble upon a maddening attraction that
becomes harder to ignore by the day.
The Witch's Heart - Genevieve Gornichec 2021
Angrboda's story begins where most witch's
tales end: with a burning. A punishment from
Odin for refusing to give him knowledge of the
future, the fire leaves Angrboda injured and
powerless, and she flees into a remote forest.
There she is found by a man Loki, and her initial
distrust grows into a deep and abiding love.
Their union produces three unusual children,
each with a secret destiny, who she is keen to
raise at the hidden from Odin's all-seeing eye.
But as Angrboda slowly recovers her prophetic
powers, she learns that her blissful life - and
possibly all of existence - is in danger.
Witch Hunts in the Western World:
Persecution and Punishment from the
Inquisition through the Salem Trials - Brian
A. Pavlac 2009-02-17
This comprehensive resource explores the
intersection of religion, politics, and the
supernatural that spawned the notorious witch
hunts in Europe and the New World. Witch
Hunts in the Western World: Persecution and
Punishment from the Inquisition through the
Salem Trials traces the evolution of western
attitudes towards magic, demons, and religious
nonconformity from the Roman Empire through
the Age of Enlightenment, placing these chilling
events into a wider social and historical context.
Witch hunts are discussed in eight narrative
chapters by region, highlighting the cultural
differences of the people who incited them as
well as the key reforms, social upheavals, and
intellectual debates that shaped European
thought. Vivid accounts of trials and excerpts
from the writings of both witch hunters and
defenders throughout the Holy Roman Empire,
France, the British Isles and colonies, Southern
Europe, Scandinavia, and Eastern Europe bring
to life one of the most intriguing and shocking
periods in Western history. This in-depth and
comprehensive resource explores the
intersection of religion, politics, and the
supernatural that spawned the notorious witch
hunts in Europe and the New World. Witch
Hunts in the Western World traces the evolution
of western attitudes towards magic, demons,
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and religious nonconformity from the Roman
Empire through the Age of Enlightenment,
placing these chilling events into a wider social
and historical context. Witch hunts are discussed
in fascinating detail by region, highlighting the
cultural differences of the people who incited
them as well as the key reforms, social
upheavals, and intellectual debates that shaped
European thought. Vivid accounts of trials and
excerpts from the writings of both witch hunters
and defenders throughout the Holy Roman
Empire, France, the British Isles and colonies,
Southern Europe, Scandinavia, and Eastern
Europe bring to life one of the most intriguing
and shocking periods in Western history.
Accessible narrative chapters make this a
fascinating volume for general readers while
offering a wealth of historic information for
students and scholars. Features include a
complete glossary of terms, timeline of major
events, recommended reading selections, index,
and black and white illustrations.
The Witch's Destiny - Emma Glass 2019-02-08
As the skies burn, the Calamity falls. Gathering
their allies, Clara Blackwell and Elliott Craven
prepare themselves for the coming showdown.
The treacherous road ahead will take them
through uncharted territory, back to where it all
began--a deadly forest within a young witch's
nightmares--and far beyond. The key to salvation
lies buried in her dreams, surrounded by grave
danger... Meanwhile, a shattered Nikki Craven
struggles to hide her grief. Haunted by tragedy,
the broken vampire warrior has lost nearly
everything--but the rest of her journey will test
her. If the witch-in-training fails, she could lose
so much more. Against impossible odds, a young
guardian struggles to save their lives...
Questions are answered, identities are revealed,
and a perilous destiny awaits them all...
Witch's Bane - Ann Gimpel 2016-09-06
Urban Fantasy Romance, With a Heaping Side of
Hexes, Spells, and Magick! Last of the demon
assassin witches, Roz, Jenna, and Colleen have
escaped disaster so far, but their luck is running
low. Demons strike in the midst of Colleen’s
wedding, and Roz launches desperate measures.
As she shape-shifts to keep one step ahead of
evil, at least it takes her mind off her other
problems. Personal ones. She burned through a
couple of marriages and hooked up with a string
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of loser men before, after, and in between.
Though she wants to be happy for Colleen, the
jealousy bug bit deep and hasn’t let go. In Roz’s
secret heart, she’s attracted to Ronin, one of the
Daoine Sidhe. He’s so profanely beautiful she
can barely breathe around him, but he’s also
headstrong and arrogant. Not good partner
material—unless she wants to end up dusting
her heart off one more time. Ronin set his sights
on Roz the day he met her, and he can’t get her
out of his mind. Unfortunately, she’s so prickly
getting close to her requires scheming. He casts
an enchantment to lure her at Colleen’s
wedding, but she senses the spell and calls him
on it. Demons swarm out of the ether before he
can come up with another strategy. Killing them
trumps everything. Roz is used to calling the
shots. So is Ronin. Sparks fly. Tempers run hot,
right along with an attraction too heady to
ignore. PRAISE FOR THE DEMON ASSASSIN
SERIES: “This was a refreshing change of pace
for me; I haven't read many paranormal books
about witches, but I really enjoyed this one! The
paranormal "creatures" involved in this story are
witches, Sidhe fey, demons, changelings (new to
me, but I adored Bubba!) and Unseelie fey. The
characters were great, particularly the three
main witches, Colleen, Jenna and Roz.”
Goodreads review “Colleen is a witch but she's
so much more than that as she is also one of
three surviving demon hunting witches. Cursed
by the Fae to hunt and trap demons and save the
human world.” Goodreads review “This series
was amazing. It is a talent and a skill very few
authors have and Ann continues to use hers for
good and the benefit of readers everywhere.”
Goodreads review “This storyline was amazing!!!
I have never read anything like it! I loved the use
of all the different species featuring in this
book.” Goodreads review Fans of the following
books and series are known to enjoy this urban
fantasy romance series: a kingdom of exiles a
shade of vampire academy of magic dragon's gift
accidentally in love attack by magic dragon's gift
awakening dragon born in fire burning tower
call of the dragon choose love covert fae crime
of magic dragon's gift crimes against magic dark
stranger the dream darkness bound dragons of
the darkblood secret society druid enforcer
ghostwater goddesss choice golden age
greyriver shifters hotbloods hour of darkness
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house of darken iron and magic jinn's dominion
junkyard druid Kate Daniels’ Magic Series
master of magic dragon's gift natural mage
natural witch obsidian son raised in fire rogues
of magic shadow keeper shadow kissed space
knight 4 twisted fate unchained undercover
magic dragon's gift war god's mantle wheel of
time wild hunger Keywords related to this urban
fantasy romance series: Witch romance, Fantasy
Books, Epic Urban Fantasy series, Werewolves
and Shifters, Demons, Animals & Nature,
Popular Series, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Top
Rated Books, Tricks, Fantasy Omnibus, Spells &
Charms, Romance Books, Backcountry, Fantasy
Romance Books, Essential Reads, Epic Fantasy,
Omnibus Bundle, Paranormal Romance Series,
Adventure Books, Mythology and Folklore, Celtic
gods, Fae, Changelings, Top Rated Fantasy
Collection With Shapeshifters, Fantasy Bundle,
Heroine, Supernatural and Occult, Sword And
Sorcery, Shifter Romance, Fantasy Stories,
Witch Series, Fantasy, Witch Omnibus, Best
Rated Omnibus, Omnibus Collection, Paranormal
Romance Books, Magical Adventures.
The Witch with No Name - Kim Harrison
2014-09-09
It’s Rachel Morgan’s ultimate adventure . . . and
anything can happen in this final book in the
New York Times bestselling Hollows series.
Rachel Morgan has come a long way from her
early days as an inexperienced bounty hunter.
She’s faced vampires and werewolves, banshees,
witches, and soul-eating demons. She’s crossed
worlds, channeled gods, and accepted her place
as a day-walking demon. She’s lost friends and
lovers and family, and an old enemy has
unexpectedly become something much more.
But power demands responsibility, and worldchangers must always pay a price. Rachel has
known that this day would come—and now it is
here. To save Ivy’s soul and the rest of the living
vampires, to keep the demonic ever after and
our own world from destruction, Rachel Morgan
will risk everything. . . .
The Witch's Sorrow - Emma Glass 2018-10-10
At the dawn of the Calamity, three separated
lives intertwine.Clara Blackwell's magical
training has drawn to a close. Haunted by the
impending apocalypse, danger surrounds her at
every turn. But mysteries deep within her
dreams will finally come to light--and if she's
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lucky enough, she just might find a way to bring
a new salvation to the vampire world.Defeated
but determined, Nikki Craven faces the
impossible. As her quest fails and a
bloodcurdling nemesis returns, she must
convince the vampire lords of what she's seen-by crossing the most treacherous mountains of
her world, filled with incomparable darkness and
flames.Meanwhile, a boy with a stolen destiny is
drawn back into the fold. As a rift activates,
Peter Tathammust rush across the world and
defy those who would control him. A terrible
choice must be made.And on a dark, fateful
night, the forgotten boy's life is about to change-forever.The pieces are set. The stalemate is
breaking. And the ultimate threat finally
awakens...
Sand Witches in the Hamptons - Celia Jerome
2012-10-02
Successful graphic novelist Willow Tate is a
Visualizer, able to draw beings from the
Otherworld—home to trolls and elves, night
mares and bird fish, and many other fantastical
beings—and “draw” them into our world.
Somehow they all seem to end up in the weird
little town of Paumanok Harbor, nestled in the
popular Hamptons region of Long I sland. As if
Willow didn’t have enough problems coping with
all these Otherworld visitors, now she has a
stalker, her doom-seer father has a secret, and
Paumanok Harbor has Otherworld sand-stealers.
Willow has bodyguards but absolutely no idea
how to solve any of these problems in time for
Halloween, when the local witches hold their
annual gathering on the beach—if any beach is
left by then. Good thing she has the handsome,
loving, local vet Matt to come to her assistance.
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe - C.S.
Lewis 2018-04-10
C. S. Lewis was a British author, lay theologian,
and contemporary of J.R.R. Tolkien. The Lion,
the Witch, and the Wardrobe is the first book in
The Chronicles of Narnia.
A Witch's Lament - Cathy Walker 2015-12-01
When Skye Temple buys a historic house in
Salem, Massachusetts, the witch capital of the
world, she ignites events that began centuries
ago during the witch trials. Salem's bloody
history unfolds with her discovery of ancestral
diaries and the murders of local girls. During all
this, she also struggles with her attraction to
the-witchs-peril-a-witch-between-worlds-5

Jerome Phips, a local police officer bent on
uncovering the truth of his mother's
disappearance during a ritual gone wrong, 30
years earlier. Ancient evil, powerful magic, lifethreatening rituals...can Salem survive?
A Discovery of Witches - Deborah Harkness
2011-02-08
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All
Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grownup fantasy with all the magic of Harry Potter and
Twilight” (People). Look for the hit TV series “A
Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus,
Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2
premieres January 9, 2021! Deborah Harkness’s
sparkling debut, A Discovery of Witches, has
brought her into the spotlight and galvanized
fans around the world. In this tale of passion and
obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a
descendant of witches, discovers a long-lost and
enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782,
deep in Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its
reappearance summons a fantastical
underworld, which she navigates with her
leading man, vampire geneticist Matthew
Clairmont. Harkness has created a universe to
rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and
Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's
depth to this riveting tale of magic and
suspense. The story continues in book two,
Shadow of Night, and concludes with The Book
of Life.
The Return of the Witch - Paula Brackston
2016-03-08
Paula Brackston's debut novel, The Witch's
Daughter, was the little book that could--with a
captivating story, remarkable heroine, and eyecatching package, it has now netted over
200,000 copies in all formats. Now Paula returns
with its sequel The Return of the Witch, another
bewitching tale of love and magic, featuring her
signature blend of gorgeous writing, a fabulous
and intriguing historical backdrop, and a
headstrong and relatable heroine readers will
cheer for. After five years in the Summerlands,
Gideon has gained his freedom. Elizabeth knows
he will go straight for Tegan, and that she must
protect the girl she had come to regard as her
own daughter. In the time since she the
dramatic night in Batchcombe woods, Tegan has
traveled the world learning from all manner of
witches, and she is no longer the awkward
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teenager and novice spellcaster she once was.
However, her skills are no match for Gideon's
dark, vengeful power, and he succeeds in
capturing her. Will Elizabeth be able to find her?
Will they be able to defeat their nemesis once
and for all? In a breathless journey that takes
them through history to the 17th and 19th
centuries, witch pursues warlock. Three people
steeped in magic weave a new story, but not all
will survive until the end.
The Witch's Quest & Brimstone Prince - Michele
Hauf 2018-06-01
Surrendering to their passion is the ultimate
danger… The Witch’s Quest Kelyn Saint-Pierre
always had a thing for Valor Hearst. But after he
makes a harrowing sacrifice to save the witch
from a gruesome death, Kelyn’s certain any
spark between them is gone forever. There may
be a way Valor can repay her hero, but it won’t
be easy. Now they’re joined in a dangerous
quest pitting them against deadly magics and
dark creatures… Brimstone Prince Michael
D’Arcy Turov is heir to the throne of hell, a
legacy he rejects. Then he meets Lily Santiago,
the adopted daughter of the daemon king, and
her kiss awakens the Brimstone burn he’s long
suppressed. A pawn in the war between her
father and rogue daemons, Lily is determined to
let Michael keep his freedom. But what if his
desire for her takes him back to hell?
The Great Witch of Brittany - Louisa Morgan
2022-02-15
Set in the late 1700s, a tale of magic and fate,
triumph and heartbreak, and the powerful bonds
between mothers and daughters unfolds in this
spellbinding novel from a master storyteller.
Brittany, 1762 There hasn’t been a witch born in
the Orchière clan for generations. According to
the elders, that line is dead, leaving the clan
vulnerable to the whims of superstitious
villagers and the prejudices of fearmongering
bishops. Ursule Orchière has been raised on
stories of the great witches of the past. But the
only magic she knows is the false spells her
mother weaves over the gullible women who
visit their fortune-telling caravan. Everything
changes when Ursule comes of age and a spark
of power flares to life. Thrilled to be chosen, she
has no idea how magic will twist and shape her
future. Guided by an ancient grimoire and the
whispers of her ancestors, Ursule is destined to
the-witchs-peril-a-witch-between-worlds-5

walk the same path as the great witches of old.
But first, the Orchière magical lineage must
survive. And danger hovers over her, whether
it’s the bloodlust of the mob or the flames of the
pyre. Return to the world of A Secret History of
Witches with the bewitching tale of Ursule
Orchière and her discovery of magical abilities
that will not only change the course of her life
but every generation that comes after her. For
more from Louisa Morgan, check out: A Secret
History of Witches The Witch's Kind The Age of
Witches
A Witch's Path - N. E. Conneely
After a near death experience, Michelle has
vowed to do her job, magical assistance for the
police, and leave the heroics to someone else.
Besides, life should be settling down for her
since the trolls have been captured and the
sorceress was neutralized. Unfortunately, the
power behind the sorceress wants her dead,
Elron starts acting funny, a magical creature
wreaks havoc on a town, and there’s trouble
with the werewolves. As if that wasn’t enough,
the clans have started to notice her power and
she has more reasons than ever to fear the clans.
Things go from bad to worse when Michelle’s
best friend is abducted, and she must decide
between her friend and her vow to stay out of
dangerous situations.
The Witch's Heart - Genevieve Gornichec
2021-11-30
When a banished witch falls in love with the
legendary trickster Loki, she risks the wrath of
the gods in this moving, subversive national
bestselling debut novel that reimagines Norse
mythology. Angrboda’s story begins where most
witches' tales end: with a burning. A punishment
from Odin for refusing to provide him with
knowledge of the future, the fire leaves
Angrboda injured and powerless, and she flees
into the farthest reaches of a remote forest.
There she is found by a man who reveals himself
to be Loki, and her initial distrust of him
transforms into a deep and abiding love. Their
union produces three unusual children, each
with a secret destiny, who Angrboda is keen to
raise at the edge of the world, safely hidden
from Odin’s all-seeing eye. But as Angrboda
slowly recovers her prophetic powers, she learns
that her blissful life—and possibly all of
existence—is in danger. With help from the
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fierce huntress Skadi, with whom she shares a
growing bond, Angrboda must choose whether
she’ll accept the fate that she’s foreseen for her
beloved family...or rise to remake their future.
From the most ancient of tales this novel forges
a story of love, loss, and hope for the modern
age.
The Witch's Daughter - Paula Brackston
2011-01-18
My name is Elizabeth Anne Hawksmith, and my
age is three hundred and eighty-four years. Each
new settlement asks for a new journal, and so
this Book of Shadows begins... In the spring of
1628, the Witchfinder of Wessex finds himself a
true Witch. As Bess Hawksmith watches her
mother swing from the Hanging Tree she knows
that only one man can save her from the same
fate at the hands of the panicked mob: the
Warlock Gideon Masters, and his Book of
Shadows. Secluded at his cottage in the woods,
Gideon instructs Bess in the Craft, awakening
formidable powers she didn't know she had and
making her immortal. She couldn't have
foreseen that even now, centuries later, he
would be hunting her across time, determined to
claim payment for saving her life. In present-day
England, Elizabeth has built a quiet life for
herself, tending her garden and selling herbs
and oils at the local farmers' market. But her
solitude abruptly ends when a teenage girl
called Tegan starts hanging around. Against her
better judgment, Elizabeth begins teaching
Tegan the ways of the Hedge Witch, in the
process awakening memories--and demons--long
thought forgotten. Part historical romance, part
modern fantasy, Paula Brackston's New York
Times bestseller, The Witch's Daughter, is a
fresh, compelling take on the magical, yet
dangerous world of Witches. Readers will long
remember the fiercely independent heroine who
survives plagues, wars, and the heartbreak that
comes with immortality to remain true to
herself, and protect the protégé she comes to
love.
The Witchery - S. Isabelle 2022-07-26
“The Witchery is a dark, delicious delight. S.
Isabelle is a debut to watch.” --Justina Ireland,
New York Times bestselling author of Dread
Nation The Haunting Season is here and the
Wolves are awake. Haelsford, Florida, is a
hellmouth. Or at least, that’s what Logan, a new
the-witchs-peril-a-witch-between-worlds-5

witch struggling to control her powers, thinks
when she arrives at Mesmortes Coven Academy.
She is immediately taken under the wing of the
infamous Red Three: Iris, a deathwitch, who
wants nothing more than to break the town’s
curse; Thalia, the talented greenwitch, on the
run from her religious family and a past that still
haunts her; and Jailah, one of the most
extraordinary witches at the academy whose
thirst for power may lead her down a dark path.
With the Haunting Season approaching, Wolves
will soon rise from the swamp to kill, and the
humans and witches must work together to
survive the yearly onslaught. However, the
history between humans and witches is long and
bloodied, with the current truce hard-won and
hanging in the balance. And this year, the stakes
couldn’t be higher as two boys from
Hammersmitt School prepare to make their first
sacrifices to the witches in exchange for
protection. But when students start turning up
dead, Iris, Thalia, Jailah, and Logan realize
they’ll have to harness their powers and stop the
Wolves themselves. Yet old dangers lie in wait,
and the cost to break the curse may be greater
than any witch or human could ever know...
Witches of the Atlantic World - Elaine G. Breslaw
2000-09
Breslaw (history, U. of Tennessee) has created a
fascinating reader--for undergraduate classes in
history, anthropology, religious studies, or
women's studies--surveying the subject of
witches, witch hunts, and the larger political
context of both. The sections, which cover
Christian perspectives, non-Christian beliefs,
diabolical possession, issues of gender, and a
lengthy section on the Salem witch trials, each
include an introduction by Breslaw, primary
sources, then secondary commentaries on the
sources. The latter are excerpts from books and
articles. Annotation copyrighted by Book News
Inc., Portland, OR
The Witch's Boy - Kelly Barnhill 2015-09-15
“This spellbinding fantasy begs for a cozy chair
and several hours of uninterrupted reading
time.” —The Washington Post When Ned and his
identical twin brother tumble from their raft into
a raging river, only Ned survives. Villagers are
convinced the wrong boy lived. Across the forest
that borders Ned’s village, Áine, the daughter of
the Bandit King, is haunted by her mother’s last
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words: “The wrong boy will save your life, and
you will save his.” When the Bandit King comes
to steal the magic Ned’s mother, a witch, is
meant to protect, Áine and Ned meet. Can they
trust each other long enough to cross a
dangerous enchanted forest and stop the war
about to boil over between their two kingdoms?
“Barnhill is a fantasist on the order of Neil
Gaiman.” —Minneapolis Star Tribune “[The
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Witch’s Boy] should open young readers’ eyes to
something that is all around them in the very
world we live in: the magic of words.” —The
New York Times “This is a book to treasure.”
—Nerdy Book Club A Washington Post Best Book
of 2014 A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2014
A Kirkus Reviews Best Children’s Book of 2014 A
Chicago Public Library “Best of the Best” 2014
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